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Preface

This research report is the second in a series of papers the

author intends to publish at irregular intervals. The papers are

intended to utilize scientific management techniques to evaluate

and describe various library operations and services, in order

that managerial decisions may be made on a rational rather than

an intuitional basis.

Previous publications in thiS seriet

SchWarz, Philip and_Linda Olson "E>tamination of Potential
Manaaement Decisions_Besed Upon A Core Collection Derived From
Last_ Circulation Date Data. Menomonie; Wisconsin. Research
Report Number 1. U.S., Educational Resources Information
Center; ERIC Document ED 214 496, AU4uSt; 1982.
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BACKGROUND

In an article appearing in the May, 1981 JOURNAL OF ACADEMIC

LIBRARIANSHIP, PaUl Kantor described a simple theoretical model

for determining shelf availability for library materials; The

purpose of this paper is to apply this model to A Working library

environment and in the process examine several additional

considerations not discussed in the Kantor article. These

include: (1) gathering data on the titne required to apply the

model developed by Kantor tO a working library environment; (2)

determining demand adjusted shelf availability for A medium

sized university library; (3) determining whether thisre is Ahy

significant difference between the results of data expnisto1ated

in what Kantor describes as a naive fashion, and adjustE dat-ea

sorted by last circulation date, acquisition date and iMpri-rt

date; and (4) determine the degree of difference between stack

availability as recorded during the initial weeks of the semester

when demand for materials is low as compared to the latter weeks

of a semester when material is in heavy demand.

Historicallyi two approaches have been used to determime

shelf availability in librariet. Shelf availability, as used in

this paper, is the probability that a patron going to the shelf

will find the item h'e is looking for. Ono approach to this

problem is the collection of data based on expressed demand and
_

described in apE.-s b. Buckland etal., Kantor and others. Using

this technique demand as expressed by users is measured by

actually surveying library users. The user is handed a form or a

survey worker accompanies the patron around the library and
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deterMines the number of items found and the number of items not

found. For those items not found, data is gathered to deterMine

the reatont Why they are nbt found. Using this technique one can

identify the potential impact of the various ways a user can be

frustrated in his search for library Materialt. SoUrCet Of

frUttratiOn in order of likely occurance are: (1) collection

development failure the lkbrary has never acquired the i4-em

desired by the patron; ( ) the pAtron doet not haVe the neteStary

tkillt to Ute the catalog successfully; (3) the Item is checked

out; (4) the item is missing from its appropriate location on the

shelf; (5) and lastly, the item it on the shelf in itt.proper

lbtation bUt f3r tome reason the patron cannot locate it. The
No-

overall document avilability is the sum total of all of these

factors. Although providing a wide range of usr2fUl ManabeMent

data, thit tethniOUe requires considerable effort to administer.

A simpler technique was introduced by Kaske and elaborated
3

on by Altman and de Prospo. This techniqUe Utilizet e small

tample draWn from the shelflist. Items in the sample are checked

against the stacks and circulation records to determine the

percentage of itemt not foUnd. This approach provides less

ManageMent information than the first technique described. One

can only determine if the item is in circulation or if it it

missing from its proper shelf location. It dbet nbt provide

infOrMation regarding the adequacy of collection development

Policies, patron skills in using the catalog or patrOn :Skint in

locating materialt in the collection. In additibn, as Kantor

Obintt but, the data which this technique provides on circulation

interference and on "other" factors are subject to inherent biat

4
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because of the failure to ad2just for the fact that not aIl
4

materials are equally in demand. The importance of this Fact

could have a significant impact upon the findings when using this

technique. For example; libraries with very old and large

collections are likely to find that the collection extends

beyond the interest of the current users. At a restilt data

gathered using this technique is likely to overestimat the

probability that an item. in the relatively small subset of

materials currently in demand, will be tound on the shelf. The

items in high demand are precisely the ones that are lily to be

in circulation or not available for circulation for some reason.

It is this issue that this paper it intendOd to AddresS.

METHODOLOGY

Several points are worth noting in connection with thiS

StUdy. The author was able to conduct the comparative analysis of

data involving last circulation date, acquisition date and

imprint date because the library utilized a circulation system

that retained information regarding item circulation activity; It

is also worth noting that all library users are limited tO a 28

day circulation period. This may be important if other libraries

intend to compare their findings with data presented in this

study.

The first phase Of the study involved the selectiOn of a

random sample of 504 items drawn from a total population of

141,000. The random sample was created using a standard coMputer

random number generator program. The numbert, once generated,
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were sorted inteJ numerical sequence to acilitate matching

against the the numerical sequence of the shelflist drawers. Once

this was completed, the survey worker went to the shelflist

gather the sample. The survey worker opened the appropriate

drawer and laid a ruler along side the cards A second set of

random numbers was used to sele7t the card or cards it. each

drawer corrssponding to the number of samples to be drawn from

the drawer. For example, :f t4o samples were to be drawn from a

drawer and the random number tble indicated they ShOuld be drawn

from one and ten inches, slips were inserted in the shelflist at

these points. The call number, imprint date, and the date of

acquisition for each sample were recorded on the data collectiOn

form shown in Example 1. If the card happened to be for an item

with multiple copies or volumes a third random number table was

used to select the copy or volume number to be recorded Oh the

data collection form.

The second phase of the study involved checking on the

status of each item in the sample. Kantor suggests starting With
5

the circulation records. However, the author suggests that it

would be more efficient to begin in the stacks A quick

calculation of the number of items in circ-.11: -ion indicated that

only a small percentage of the collection (approximately 6%)

would likely be in circulation at any one time. As a result, the

survey worker first went to the stacks and searched for each item

litted bh the data collection form. If the item was located, the

last circulation date and the disposition code (in this case a 1

for stacks) was recorded in the appropriate columns on the data

collection form. If the item had not circulated, the acquisition
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date was duplicated in the last circGlation date columl on the

data collection form.

When the survey worker neared completion tf hit thift; he

stopped searching in the stacks and went to the circuAation desk

to search the circulation records for items not located in the

stack search. If the item was located &n the Circulation records;

indicEting that it was not available -Nor circulation, the

previous (next to last) circulation date was recorded in the last

circulation date column on the data collection fee-M. If thit

W.4, not available, the date of acquisition was recorded in the

latt Circulation date column. A code (2) was recorded in the

disposition column on the data collection form indicating the

item was in circulation.

In cases where an item was not located, a "0" was recorded

in the disposition column. Items not located were later tearched

for on several occasions. If found, the last circulation date was

recorded in the appropriate column on the data collectiOn form.

If the last circulation date was not available; the date of

acqUititions was duplicated in the last circulation date

column. Items falling into the "other" category were either

misshelved, in transit; in use within the library; Mitting or

incorrectly processe.d. No atterpt was made to quantify this

information althnugh it would be relatively easy to do and Would

be required if the library felt this category could be A

tignificant factor in the availability analysis.

;



The final step; prior to the data analysiS, involved

keypunching the sample number, imprint date, acquisition date and

last circulation date onto IBM cards for later sorting And

tallying; The subsequent analySiS of the data is discussed in the

following Section.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

One Of the objectives af the study was to determine the

personnel requirements for conducting a study of the type

described in this paper. Table 1 provides this information; As

can be t.en, the two most time consuming aspects of a study of

this type involve the selection of the sample frOm the ShelfliSt

and the time required to search floe- the Material. There would be

A tlight taVingt in time if"the survey worker had not opened each

item to determine the last circulation date, however, the total

savings in time WOuld have been less than 2 hours. Information

regai-ding the tiMe required for data analysis was not included.

It should be noted that it is not a time consuming actiVity. An

IBM Personal Computer and the VitiCalc software Were utilized to

prodUce the ttatistical tables. Development of the master tables

and calculation of the data presented in the tablt required Only

a few hours.

A Se-bond objective of the study was to determine if there

was any significant difference between the retultt Of data

expostulated in What Kantor describes as naive fashion and

adjutted data sorted by last circulation date, acquisition date

and imprint date. The results of this analytit Are Shown in

Tables 2 through 5 and discussed below.



Table 2 displays what Kantor refers to as naive data, that

is, unadjusted data which assumes that deMand iS diStributed

uniformly over the C011ection. The data shown in this table was

gathered during a period of high circulation. The data it Skirted

by last circulation date and divided intd three equal categories

labeled young, middle and elder. Within each category material is

identified as being in .7irculation, on the shelf or "other". The

young category represents material with A latt tirCulation date

within the last 18 months. The Middle category represents

material with a last circulation date of between 19 and 72

months. The elder, and final, category reOretents material t1-4t

has not circulated within the last 73 months.

The total number of items in the young category iS fOUnd to

be 168, of which 24 are circUlating, 132 are bh the shelves and

12 cannot be accounted fOr. There are 168 items in the middle

category of which 1 is circulating, 154 are On the sholVeS And 13

cannct be accounted for. The Older category also contains 168

items of Which none are Circulating, 151 are on the shelves and

17 cannot be accounted for; It is clear from the table that moist

of the items circulating fall intO the Young category. The

importance of thit faCt will be examined in greater detail in the

discusSion of the next table;

As table 2 also indicates the CircUlation dysfunction, that

it the failure rate resulting from an item being in circulation,

for the naive analysis is 4.9%. This was calculated by diViding

the number of items in circulation (25) by the total number of

items in the sample (504). The "other" category dysfunction, that
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is the failure rate resulting from not being able to account for

an item, it 8.77.. This was calculated by dividing the total

number of items in the "other" category (42) by the total nuMber

of items ih the sample (504). The total stack dysfunction, that

it the failure rate resulting from not being able to locate 8n

item in the stacks, is 13.27. and is determined by adding the

total numbtr of items in circulation (25) to the tOtal number of

items in the "other" category (42) and dividing the resulting

total by the total Humber of items in the sample (504). The ttack

availability is found by sUbtracting the stack dysfunction

(13.27.) from 1007. which, in this case, is 86.77.. That is,

patron going to the stacks looking for an item he has found in

the public catalog, could potentially find it on the shelf 86.7%

of the time.

As mentioned earlier, this analysis assumes that demand it

distribUted uniformly throughout the collection. An earlier study
6

by the author clearly .showed that demand was not so distributed.

In fact, 847. of the circulation was being m t bY 33% of the

ColleCtiOn. Thit fatt it reflected in the data shown in Table 2

where all but one item in circulation falls into the young

category. Kantor suggests that it is possible to adjutt the data

to account for the uneven distribution of demand. This adjustment

it based upon a formula which relates the demand for an item to

the chance that it is in circulation. A more complete discussion
7

of the formula and its derivation can be found in Kantor.

Table 3 shows how the data can be adjustd to account fOr

current demand; The raw or naive data is again thown on the left

of tht table. A weighting factor or adjustment factor is recorded

1 0
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in a new column following the raw data. This factor is derived by

diViding ;:he number of items in circulation for the row by the

nunber of items on the shelf and in the "other" column. This

calculation is designed to correct f or the fact that the demand

for an item actually exceeds its circulation b cAuse patrOht will

be lookino for it even though it it nOt available. Usi;Ig the

young grouping as an example, the number of items in circulation

(24) is divided by the total of the number of items on the thelf

(132) plus the number in the "Other" category (12). The result of

this calculation is a weighting factor for the row of .1666667.

This calculation is carried out for each grouping and rOW ih 'the

table; Circe these calculations have been completed the raw data

is multiplied by the weighting factor to provide the adjusted

data. Continuing with the example of the young circulation

category used previously, we find the number of items in

cirtulation (24) is multiplied by the weighting factor (.1666667)

to find the adjusted data (4;00000). Thit taltUlation is repeoted

for each category in each of the adjusted rows;

The same calculations that were carried out in Table 2 to

find circulation availability, "other" availability and ttack

availability are repeated using the adjusted data; In this case

the tirtulation dysfunction is calculated by dividing the

adjusted circulation total (4.005986) by the adjusted total of

the items in the sample (4.005988 + 22.92216 + 2;077644 =

29.005992). The "other" dysfunction (7.1%) iS calculated by

dividing the adjusted "othe category (2.(77844) by the adjusted

total number of itemt in the sample ( 9.005992). The total stack



dysfunction (20.97.) is calculated by dividing the adjusted total

f the in circulation and "other" columns (4.005988 + ;077844)

by the adjusted total of the items in the sample (29.005992). The

stack availability (79%) is calculated by Subtracting the stack

dYSfunction (20.9%) rom 100%.

The same procedures descritped above were used to carry out

the analysis in Tables 4 and 5. The only difference was in the

method of sorting the data; In the case of Table 4, it was sorted

by acquisition datL and in the case of Table 5, it was sorted by

imprint date. In each Of these cases the circulation was more

evenly distributed throughout the three catagories although, in

each case; almos:t one half of .he circulation was in the young

:ategory.

A third objective of the study was to determine the degree

of difference between data gathered during a period when demand

was heavy and during a period when demand for library materials

was light. The latter is shown in Tables 6 through 9; As Can be

seen and as might be expected the data differt tignificantlY

betWeen the tWo periods.

CONCLUSIONS

_
The time required to conduct a simple availability analysis

of the type described in this paper is minimal. The majority of

the time will be t in solottihg the sample and searching for

the mAterial. Th qoproach would appear to be more efficient

than analysis based upon expressed demand, although it dlearlv

provides leSS management informatiOn.



It would also appear that the technique described in thi5

paper is a good management tOol fOr monitoring library

performance in twc areas: (1) circulation dysfunction and (2) .

library housekeeping dysfunction. It will provide the library

manage-r With quantitative data to measure e.gainst previously

established control standards; If, for example, availability

falls outside acceptable limits, the manager can take the

necessary corrective action. In addition to acting as a flag to

the manager that corrective action is required; it also will tell

the manager if the corrective action has been successful. ihit it

perhaps just as important as the aforementioned function;

In the case of circulation dysfunction, the_corrective
, 8

action might involve a reduction in loan periods. The reductiOn

could encompass all materials or it could be selective, applying

only to those materials in high demand. A second approach might

be the purchase of more duplica volumes for high demand itemt.

A third option would be to use a combination of the two
9

approaches.

Ih the cae of library housekeeping dysfunction the Manager

may want to assign more personnel to shelving or shelf reading.

The results might also indicate a need to replace missing

materials in a more timely fashion. The technique described in

this paper would appear particularly useful if conducted on a

periodic basis 50 that comparative data would be available over

tithe. Data collected in this manner might be a useful tool in

assisting the library manager in securing additional staffing or

maintaining the same levels of staffing by providing specific

data to library and university administrators regarding the

17;
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impatt of staff reduttiOnt, in teletted Areas, on patron success

in locating materials in the library.

It is also clear from the -analysis that the adjustment for

uneven distribution of demand can make a significant difference

the findings regarding availability if the data is sorted by

last circulation date. In a working environment it would appear

that the analysis of data wnen sorted by acquisition date and

imprint date more closely approximates that employed in the naive

analysis. The key question is which analysis; (naiVe, latt

circulation date, acquisition date or imprint date) most closely

approximates a true picture of stack availability? Table 10

offers a comparison of the availability analysis for the fOur

approas. Since the problem is to correct for the effects of

actual use, the author would hypothesize that adjusted data

sorted by last circulation date would provide the best

approximation of actual availability. It would be useful if a

library were to conduct an expressed demand analys:s in

conjunction with a study similiar to that described in this

paper. Such a study would help answer this question.

It would also appear likely that management could easily

make several erroneous assumptions if the resultt Of naiVe data

analysis were used.'Two problems are evident: (1) the

availability is overstated and (2) the major cause of the

dysfunction is incorrectly identified. As an example, in the

latter situation, if a manager wished to increase stack

availability based upon the data pretented in Table 20 naiVe

data, he Would matt likelY commit the library resources to
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reducing the number of items in the "other" category. This would

be the logical assumption because this category represents a

larger proportion of the dysfunction than does the circulation

category. However, when the manager examines the adjusted data

sorted by last circulation date presented in Table 3, it becomes

clear that the major source of stack dysfunction and, hence, uter

frustration iS the fact that materials are in cirtulatibh.

As ShOwn in the data there is a significant difference

between the results of data gathered during periods of low use

and high use. The question naturally arises during which period

thbuld the study be conducted? Since most bf the demand and hence

the circulation and library housekeeping dysfunction will occur

during periods of high demand the author feelt this would be the

most appropriate time to conduct the study.

ERROR ANALYSIS

Kantor provides the following formula as a means_of
10

establishing a rough estimate of the standard error

E^2=44(1=t0A/W2 * ((2=LOW-(1-P))^2

The standard error is calculated for each row within each group.

In the formula W= the weight factor for the row, A= the row sum

f r the raw data, N= the total number of circulations for all

groups and P= the adjusted circulation availability.

Table 11 illustrates the use of the standard err-Or

taltulatiOn. Using the row for the young group as an example the

data shows that W=.1666667. A=168 (24+132+12). N=25 and

P=.8618910. In the table factor one is calculated as follows:

W*(1-W)*A/(N*N) and recorded in the next to the last column for

16



the row as .0373333. The product for the last column is

calculated using the formula ((2-W)*W-(1-p))"2 times the prOduct

from the previous column and resultS in a OnOckitt Of.0010468.

This process is repeated for each row. As can clearly be seen the

zalculation for the first row has the greatest impact upon the

error calculations.

The complete e-ror formula utilizes the products shown in

the last column for each row. E'2=(P1+P2+P3)/(N*N). Ih the cate

of table 10 thit it E^2=(.0010468 .00002547 4- 0)/(25 * 25) or

E=1716E-6.
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EXAMPLE 1

DATA COLLECTION FORM

LAST
MPLE

I IMPRINT ACQUISITION CIRCULATION
MBER CALL NUMBER DATE DATE DATE

1=STACP!S

3==OTHER

CODE

AC 8
AS 4
B 851

;D56 1968
.U83L3
.B7 1969

1968
1957
1967

02-26-68
07-27-81
07=05-73

09-26-68
12--18=81
07-05-73
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TABLE

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS FOR CONDUCTING THE AVAILABILITY
ANALYSIS

ACTIVITY

DEVELOPING STRATEGY
SELECTING SAMPLE FROM THE SHELFLIST
DEVELOPING PROGRAMMING REQUIREMENTS
SEARCHING FOR THE MATERIAL

TIME

1.00
6.25
1.00
9.15

TOTAL HOURS 17.40



TADLE 2

NAIVE RESULTS OF A SHELFLIST STUDY OF ITEM
AVAILABILITY WITH DATA SORTED BY LAST

CIRCULATION-DATE
NOVEMBER

STATUS

IN CIR- ON
GROUP CULATION SHELF OTHER TOTAL

YOUNG 24 132 12 168
MIDDLE 154 13 168
ELDEr; 0 151 17 168

-jtc-TOTALS .e- 437 42 504

CIRCULATION AVAILABILITY 14 PERCENT 95.03968
CIRCULATION DYSFUNCTION 14 PERCENT 4.960317
OTHER AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT 91.23173
OTHER DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT 8.768267
STACK AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT 86.70635
STACK DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT 13.29365
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TABLE 3

WEIGHTED RESULTS OF A SHCLFLIST STUDY OF ITEM AVAILABILITY WITH DATA
SORTED BY LAST CIRCULATION DATE

NOVEMBER

RAW (NAIVE) DATA ADJUSTED DATA

IN CIRC- ON WEIGHTING IN_CIRC- ON
GROUP ULATION SHELF OTHER FriCTOR ULATION SHELF OTHER

YOUNG 24 132 12 ;1666667 4.000000 22.00000 2.000000
MIDDLE 1 154 13 4_0059880 ._0059880 .9221557 ;0778443
ELDER 0 151 17. 0 0 0 0

TOTALS 25 437 42 4.005988 22.92216 2.077844

CIRCULATION AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 06.18910
CIRCULATION DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 13.81090
OTHER AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 92.83650
OTHER DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 7.163501
STACK AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 79.02560
STACK DYSFUNCTION IN PEPCENT: 20.97440



TABLE 4

WEIGHTED RESULTS OF A SHELFLIST STUDY
SORTED BY ACQUISITION

NOVEMBER

RAW (NAIVE) DATA

IN CIRC- ON
GROUP ULATION SHELF OTHER

OF ITEM AVAILABILITY WITH DATA
DATE

ADJUSTED DATA

WEIGHTING
FACTOR

IN CIRC-
ULATION

ON
SHELF OTHER

YOUNG 13 139 15 .0844156 1.097403 11.7:377 1.266234
MIDDLE El 148 14 .0493827 .3950617 7;308642 ;6913580
ELDER 4 150 13 .0245399 ;0981595 3;680982 ;3190184

TOTALS 75 437 42 1.590624 22.723771 2.276610

CIRCULATION AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 94.01810
CIRCULATION DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 5.981897
OTHER AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 91.43830
OTHER DYSFUNCTION IN FERCENT: 8.561703
STACK AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 85.45640
STACK DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 14.54360



TABLE 5

WEIGHTED RESULTS OF A SHELFLIST STUDY OF ITEM AVAILABILITY WITH DATA ...-
SORTED BY IMPRINT DATE ATE

NOVEMBER

RAW (NAIVE) DATA

IN CIRC- ON

ADJUSTED DATA

WEIGHTING IN CIRC- ON
GROUP ULATION SHELF OTHER FACTOR ULATION SHELF OTHER

YOUNG 14 138 19 .0891720 1.248408 12.30573 1.694268
MIDDLE 7 150 9 .0440252 .3081761 6.603774 .3962264
ELDER 4 149 14 .0245399 .09111595 3.656442 .3435583

TOTALS 25 437 42 1.654743 22.56595 2.434052

CIRCULATION AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 93.79194
CIRCULATION DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 6.208063
OTHER AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 90.86822
OTHER DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 9.131779
STACK AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 84.66016
STACK DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 15.33984



TABLE 6

NAIVE RESULTS OF A SHELFLIST STUDY OF ITEM
AVAILABILITY_WITH DATA SORTED BY LAST

CIRCULATION DATE
SEPTEMBER

GROUP

STATUS

IN CIR- ON
CULATION SHELF OTHER TOTAL

YOUNG 1 152 14 168
MIDDLE 4,

-> 166 4 168
ELDER 5 156 4 168

TOTALS 8 474 504

CIRCULATION AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT
CIRCULATION DYSFUNCTIOWIN PERCENT
OTHER AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT
OTHER DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT
STACK AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT
STACK DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT

95.03966
4.960517
95.56452
4.475484
94.04762
5.952381
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TABLE 7

WEIGHTED RESULTS OF A SHELFLIST STUDY_OF ITEM AVAILABILITY WITH DATA
SORTED BY LAST CIRCULATION DATE

SEPTEMBER

RAW (NAIVE) DATA ADJUSTED DATA

IN CIRC- ON
GROUP ULATION SHELF OTHER

WEIGHTING
FACTOR

IN CIRC-
ULATION

ON
SHELF OTHER

YOUNG 1 152 14 .0060241 .0060241 .9156627 .0843373
.-, 166 4MIDDLE . .0117647 .0235294 1.952941 .0470588

ELDER 5 156 4 .03125 .15625 4.875 .125

TOTALS 8 474 .1858035 7.743604 .2563962

CIRCULATION AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 97.73017
CIRCULATION DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 2.269826
OTHER AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 96.86779
OTHER DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 3.132205
STACK AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 94.59797
STACK DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 5.402031



TABLE 8

WEIGHTED RESULTS OF A SHELFLIST STUDY OF ITEM AVAILABILITY WITH DATA N"--
SORTED BY_ACOUISITION DATE

SEPTEMBER

RAW (NAIVE) DATA

IN CIRC- ON

ADJUSTED DATA

WEIGHTING IN CIRC- _ON
GROUP ULATION SHELF OTHER FACTOR ULATION SHELF OTHER

YOUNG 1 160 6 .0060241 .0060241 .9638554 .0361446
MIDDLE 5 159 2 .0310559 .1552795 4.937888 .0621118
ELDER 4.

-) 155 10 .0121212 .0242424 1.878788 .1212121

TOTALS a 474 18 .1855460 7.780531 .2194685

CIRCULATION AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 97.73325
CIRCULATION DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 2.266752
OTHER AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 97.31883
OTHER DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 2.681171
STACK AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 94.91576
STACK DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: .J.084240



TABLE 9

WEIGHTED RESULTS OF A SHELFLIST STUDY OF ITEM AVPILABILITY WITH DATA
SORTED BY IMPRINT DATE

SEPTEMBER

RAW (NAIVE) DATA

IN CIRC- ON
GROUP ULATION SHELF OTHER

WEIGHTING
FACTOR

ADJUSTED DATA

IN CIRC-
ULATION

ON
SHELF OTHER

YOUNG 0 159 0 0 0 0
MIDDLE 4 158 4 .0246914 .0987654 3.901235 .0987654
ELDER 4 157 10 .0239521 .0958084 3.760479 .2395210

TOTALS 8 474 .194573B 7.661714 .3382864

CIRCULATION AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 97.62558
CIRCULATION DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 2.374423
OTHER AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: .'5.87182
OTHER DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 4.128176
STACK AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 93.49740
STACK DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 6.502598



TABLE 10

SUMMARY TABLE SHOWING ITEM AVAILABILITY-DURING A HIGH CIRCULATION
PERIOD

LAST
CIRCULAT- ACOUISIT IMPRINT

NAIVE ION DATE -ION DATE DATE

CIRCULATION AVAILABILITY 95.03 86.18 94.01 93.79
CIRCULATION DYSFUNCTION 4.96 13.81 5.98 6.20
OTHER AVAILABILITY 91.23 92.83 91.43 90.96
OTHER DYSFUNCTION 8.76 7.16 8.56 9.13
STACK AVAILABILITY 86.70 79.02 85.45 84.66
STACK DYSFUNCTION 13.29 20.97 14.54 15.33



TABLE 11

WEIGHTED RESULTS OF A SHELrLIST STUDY OF ITEM AVAILABILITY WITH DATA

SORTED BY LAST CIRCULATION DATE

NOVEMBER

RAW qiAIVE1 DATA

IN CIRC.- ON

ADJUSTED DATA

WEIGHTING IN CIRC- ON

ERROR ANALYSIS

FACTOR FACTOR

EROUP ULATION SHELF OTHER FACTOR ULATION SHELF OTHER ONE TWO

YOURS 24 132 12 ;1666667 4.000000 22.00000 2;000000 ;0373333 4010469

MIDDLE 1 154 13 ;0059880 .0059S8 9221557 .0778443 .0015999 2.547E-5

ELDER 0 151 17 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTALS 25 437 42 4.005988 22.92216 2.077844 .0010722

CIRCULATION AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 86.18910

CIRCULATION DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 13,81090 ERROR SQUARED: 1.716E-6

OTHER AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: 91.68862 ERROR: .0013098

OTHER DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 8.311377

STACK AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT: /9.02560

STACK DYSFUNCTION IN PERCENT: 20:97440

31 BEST COPY AVAILABLE


